
ALTA/ACSM Standards

Please send questions/comments you may have about the standards to NSPS Executive Director Curt 
Sumner via email at curtis.sumner@nsps.us.com.  Responses will be posted in NSPS News and Views.

Question:

At some point before the 2011 Minimum Standard Detail Requirements for ALTA/ACSM Land Title 
Surveys was current, it was my understanding that GPS systems could not be used to complete ALTA 
surveys. 

The 2011 Standard states, “The maximum allowable Relative Positional Precision for an ALTA/ACSM 
Land Title Survey is 2 cm (0.07 feet) plus 50 parts per million (based on the direct distance between the 
two corners being tested).” 
Does this mean using a GPS survey instrument is an acceptable survey tool for ALTA surveys? 
When I have used GPS survey instruments in the past, a GPS base station was set up over a point with a 
known location and elevation and then connected to a GPS rover to locate other locations (points). I 
would interpret this procedure as relative positional precision.

Answer:

Starting in 1997, the standards moved back towards a "positional tolerance"-type of standard, whereby 
surveyors are essentially told "here is what you need to achieve, use whatever procedures, equipment 
and survey design that you would like as long as you do not exceed that specification."

The current measurement standard - to put it crudely - allows any surveying that achieves no worse 
than 0.07 feet plus 50 ppm between any two points set or found on the boundary at 2 standard 
deviations.

GPS would certainly be acceptable, but just because you have a base station at a known point with a 
rover locating points does not necessarily mean you would achieve the requirement. 
For example if your rover antenna is on top of 8 feet of range pole when locating or setting boundary 
corners, you likely cannot achieve 0.07 plus 50 ppm on relatively short distances (0.07 plus 50 ppm is 
0.12 feet on a line that is 1000 feet long). Or if your known base is 20 miles away, that could be a 
problem.

So GPS technology is acceptable and certainly capable of achieving the requirement, but if poor 
procedures are used, the best equipment in the world won't be good enough.


